1994-08-22, this book has 888 page count that enclose useful information with easy reading structure. The book was publish by CRC Press, it is one of best science book genre that gave you everything love about reading. You can find Undergraduate Instrumental Analysis, Fifth Edition book with ISBN 0824792157.

This undergraduate text provides detailed discussions of the major chemical analytical techniques, including innovations, used in all phases of instrumental analysis. It shows how each technique relates to the others, and illustrates the benefits and limitations of each. This fifth edition offers updated chapters on mass spectrometry chromatography, fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance, plasma emission, atomic absorption and hyphenated techniques. A new section is included on the spectral interpretation of infrared spectroscopy, MS, and NMR; and each section contains additional review questions (with all answers in the Solutions Manual).

Undergraduate Instrumental Analysis Fifth Edition Related Books

Undergraduate Instrumental Analysis, Sixth Edition

Completely rewritten, revised, and updated, this Sixth Edition reflects the latest technologies and applications in spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, and chromatography. It illustrates practices and methods specific to each major chemical analytical technique while showcasing innovations and trends currently impacting the field. Many of the chapters have been individually reviewed by teaching professors and include descriptions of the fundamental principles underlying each technique, demonstrating... 

Problems and Solutions for Undergraduate Analysis

Contains the exercises and their solutions for Lang's second edition of "Undergraduate Analysis." The variety of exercises, which range from computational to more conceptual and which are of varying difficulty, cover several subjects. This volume also serves as an independent source for those interested in learning analysis or linear algebra. 

Object-Oriented Analysis and Design (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)

Object-oriented analysis and design (OOAD) has over the years, become a vast field, encompassing such diverse topics as design process and principles, documentation tools, refactoring, and design and architectural patterns. For most students the learning experience is incomplete without implementation. This new textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to OOAD. The salient points of its coverage are: A sound footing on object-oriented concepts such as classes, objects, interfaces, inheritan... 

Modern Instrumental Analysis

Modern Instrumental Analysis covers the fundamentals of instrumentation and provides a thorough review of the applications of this technique in the laboratory. It will serve as an educational tool as well as a first reference book for the practicing instrumental analyst. The text covers five major sections: 1. Overview, Sampling, Evaluation of Physical Properties, and Thermal Analysis 2. Spectroscopic Methods 3. Chromatographic Methods 4. Electrophoretic and Electrochemical Methods 5. Combinatio... 

Practical Instrumental Analysis

This practical book in instrumental analytics conveys an overview of important methods of analysis and enables the reader to realistically learn the (principally technology-independent) working techniques the analytical chemist uses to develop methods and conduct validation. What is to be conveyed to the student is the fact that analysts in their capacity as problem-solvers perform services for certain groups of customers, i.e., the solution to the problem should in any case be processed in such...
Instrumental Multi-Element Chemical Analysis

In the past, the analysis of materials containing several elements presented unique problems for analytical chemists, so a sequence of wet chemical qualitative tests were performed to ensure each element in a sample was detected. Quantitative tests could then be performed with confidence. Modern analytical chemists can call on a range of specialist instrumental techniques which can detect the presence of all elements, often all at once, and often quantitatively. The drawback is that the instrume...